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Our Forest School provision 

Over the last year, thanks to the generous financial donations of the Stonesfield 
Community Trust and the support of several volunteers to maintain a high adult - child 
ratio, all our year 2 and year 4 children have had the opportunity to experience a full 
year of Forest School provision. (Until last year only the EYFS group were able to take 
part.) 

Year 4 pupils currently spend all morning, every Friday at Forest School. Our year 2 
pupils attend on Friday afternoons and have now been able to experience their second 
full year of Forest School activities. 

 

Impact of Forest School on our pupils 

Forest School is a long-term process of regular sessions, with a cycle of planning, 
observation and review linking each session. It is the long-term nature of the provision 
which allows children to develop, as we have observed in all our children, a real sense of 
awareness of nature and its seasonal changes as well as a scientific interest in and 
respect for wildlife in their environmental surroundings; a good understanding of the 
purpose and safe use of different tools; greater independence of ideas, curiosity, 
creativity and physical skills; a greater willingness to take risks within a supportive 
environment coupled with increasing resilience when things don’t go quite to plan.  

Over the year, both groups have taken part in a huge range of both self-initiated and 
planned activities, including, free-play/role-play, site maintenance (seasonal pruning, 
pond care, building structures, tree-planting, etc.) creative and “bush-craft” style 
activities (den-building, rope-swings, outdoor cooking, fire-lighting, whittling, natural 
crafts) amongst many others, while also extending on their classroom learning in all 
areas of the curriculum. 

Above all, the children have had the time to explore and experiment at their own pace 
and take control of their own learning; the opportunity to problem solve independently, 
to make mistakes and learn from them and thus to develop perseverance and empathy; 
and the space to work together on small or large common goals and projects, therefore 
learning to apply important life skills such as conflict resolution, negotiation, diplomacy 
and compromise, while also being physically active for an extended period of time and 
having lots of fun together! 

Friday Forest School sessions now also bring together various members of the village 
community across generations, who regularly volunteer their time, skills and experience 
to support the children in their activities and it has been an absolute privilege to work 



with the children and adults to see Forest School develop as an integral part of the 
school curriculum. 

Feedback from support partners 
 
In March we worked together with Sylva, a national environmental charity and the 
Woodland Trust, so that every child in school could plant a tree and learn to look after it. 
Sylva’s head of Forest Education wrote to us after the tree planting days saying 
“Stonesfield is a very impressive school in the ways it has embraced the outdoors as part 
of school life and has made so much effort to be a green school and minimise its impact 
on the environment. It is a model for other schools and having worked with the school 
since 2015 I use it as an example of environmental best practice and outdoor 
learning/forest schools when training teachers and schools across England as part of my 
work as Head of Forest Education. Unlike many local schools, Stonesfield is clearly 
committed to the Forest School ethos with a well set-up site which is used across several 
year groups and an in-house FS leader.”  
 

Feedback from children 

Children’s responses to Forest School – Beech class Yr 4 (April 2019) 
 
Favourite things about Forest school 
“Pond dipping because you get to find cool animals that lurk under the water” MT 
“Making things because it allows you to be creative and do whatever you like” TD 
“Den building – once you’ve built your den you can feel really proud of yourself” DW 
“Going to the woods because you get to go out into the village and learn stuff about 
where we live” OA 
 
On the scale below, rank your overall feeling about Forest School 
 
don’t enjoy                         ok                           good                      very good                      excellent 

0                                           1                                 1                                     5                                        7 
 
What skills for learning do you think you have learnt? 
Creativity 
Listening 
Being ready to learn 
Having a go 
Not giving up 
We use all our learning powers we talk about in the classroom 
Observational 
Communication 
Co-operation 
Being patient 
Being independent 
 
What practical skills have you learnt? 
Tying knots 
Making dens 
Using an axe to chop wood 



Survival skills 
Using the saw and saw horse 
How to whittle properly 
How to pond dip 
How to light a fire 
 
What have you not enjoyed? 
The weather – cold and wet 
Getting muddy 
Not enough time – having to come in! 
 
What would you like to do in Forest School sessions in the future? 
Proper cooking – a meal on the fire 
Planting/gardening – building and developing the Forest School area 
Stay out longer 
Eating outside – lunch 
 
How do you think you have benefitted from Forest school sessions? 
“it makes me want to go outside more” MT 
“it makes me spend time with other people rather than being on my own” RS 
“I’m more sociable and I appreciate the clam and wildlife around me” TD 
“It makes me want to do Forest school stuff with my family” MT 
 
 

Feedback from parents 

The parental feedback on our Forest School provision has been extremely strong and 
was one of the overwhelming positives identified in a whole school parent questionnaire 
in May 2019. A further questionnaire aimed at parents of our Year 4 pupils elicited 
extremely positive responses to the impact of Forest School. 

Forest School has… 

“Developed confidence to take risks and try new things” 

“Increased awareness of natural environments and conservation of eco-systems” 

“Improved friendships and self-esteem” 

“Taught my children new skills with tools: knots and whittling” 

“Resulted in a greater knowledge of nature and outdoors” 

“been good for mind and body” 


